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I.

Facts and context

Between 2008 and 2014 Israel launched three major operations inside the Gaza Strip: Operation
Cast Lead (2008-9), Operation Pillar of Defense (2012) and Operation Protective Edge (2014).
These were all launched in response to rockets launched from Gaza by Hamas and other militia
groups operating from within the Gaza Strip. While oversimplification of the complexity of the
situation between Israel and Gaza is inevitable, some general background context is necessary in
understanding the Israeli military interventions.1
Israel became the belligerent occupant of Gaza in 1967 after the conclusion of the Six Day War.
After negotiations between Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization at Camp David in
July 2000 ended in deadlock, the second intifada began on 28 September 2000. In September
2005, Israel implemented a disengagement plan, which was intended to end the occupation, in
which it evacuated Israeli settlers within Gaza, withdrew its troops, and ended internal control
within the territory, although it retained control over much of Gaza’s external existence.2
However, the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) have conducted numerous military operations within
Gaza,3 including Operation Summer Rains on 28 June 2006 which followed the capture by
Hamas of IDF Corporal Gilad Shalit.4 This operation had the aim of both securing the release of
Corporal Shalit and the suppression of rockets fired from Gaza into southern Israel. However,
rocket fire increased following Hamas’ forcible assumption of control of Gaza in June 2007,5
and Israel’s subsequent declaration that Gaza was to be considered hostile territory.6
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On 18 June 2008, an Egyptian brokered ceasefire came into effect, whereby Israel would cease
its incursions into and ease its blockade of Gaza, while Hamas would cease the missile and
mortar attacks into Israel.7 While violations of the ceasefire occurred, it was reasonably well
respected during its early stages.8 Nonetheless, following a progressive breakdown of the
ceasefire, Israel launched an offensive into Gaza on 4 November 20089 and closed the crossings
into Gaza the following day.10 This led to a hostile reaction from those operating within Gaza,
which included Hamas’ Izz ad-Din al-Qassam Brigades, the al-Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigades, the
Islamic Jihad, the Abu Ali Mustafa Brigades (the military wing of the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine), and al- Naser Salah ad-Din Brigades (the military wing of the Popular
Resistance Committees).11 The number of rockets fired into Israeli territory consequently
increased.12 Subsequently, on 27 December 2008, Israel launched a major military offensive in
the Gaza Strip codenamed Operation Cast Lead.13 This began as a land and sea operation with a
ground invasion commencing on 3 January 2009.
Over the course of the operation between 2,300 and 3,000 sorties were flown.14 Approximately
1,400 Palestinians were killed, the vast majority of whom were civilians,15 and thirteen Israelis
were killed, of whom 10 were soldiers and three were civilians.16 The aerial bombardment
inflicted severe damage on Gaza’s infrastructure in that 2,400 homes, 29 Schools, 121
commercial and industrial workshops, 60 police stations, and 30 mosques were reportedly
damaged or destroyed.17
The UN Security Council met in private on 28 December 2008 and issued a press statement in
which it ‘called for an immediate halt to all violence’ and for the opening of border crossings,18
which was not adhered to. The Council met a further two times, on 31 December 2008 and 6/7
January 2009,19 before adopting UN Security Council Resolution 1860 on 8 January 2009 which
called ‘for an immediate, durable and fully respected ceasefire, leading to the full withdrawal of
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Israeli forces from Gaza’.20 The UN General Assembly met for an Emergency Special Session
on 15 and 16 January 200921 and adopted a resolution which similarly supported an immediate
ceasefire in Gaza.22 However, the operation, which lasted a total of twenty-two days, only came
to an eventual end on 18 January 2009.23 After the escalation had come to an end/Thereafter,
Hamas and Israel observed an informal cease-fire,24 although rocket fire from Gaza did not
completely cease and Israel continued to conduct minor raids into Gaza.
Subsequently, on 14 November 2012, and following further skirmishes between groups within
Gaza and the IDF, Israel launched another major operation, this time codenamed Operation Pillar
of Defense.25 The operation, which lasted eight days, began with the killing of Ahmed al-Jabari,
the chief of the Izz ad-Din al-Qassam Brigades.26 Israel claimed that the operation had been
launched following the firing of 100 rockets from Gaza within a 24-hour period,27 and in
response to an attack by Gaza militants on an Israeli military patrol jeep within Israeli territory
and an explosion near Israeli soldiers who were positioned on the Israeli side of a tunnel passing
under the Israeli West Bank barrier.28 During the course of Operation Pillar of Defense, the IDF
claimed to have struck 1450 sites within Gaza, including rocket stores and launch pads,
suspected Hamas command posts, government facilities, and apartment blocks,29 while over
1,400 rockets were fired into Israeli territory, with Tel-Aviv being hit for the first time since the
1991 Gulf War, and with rockets also being fired at Jerusalem.30 Furthermore, over 400 rockets
were intercepted by Israel’s Iron Dome anti-missile defense system,31 while 142 fell within the
Gaza Strip itself.32 By the end of the operation six Israelis had been killed and 239 injured while
174 Palestinians had been killed and hundreds wounded.33 Following days of negotiation
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between Hamas and Israel a ceasefire, again mediated by Egypt, was announced on 21
November 2012.34
After several years of relative quiet, on 12 June 2014 three Israeli teenagers were kidnapped and
murdered by two members of Hamas.35 Their bodies were discovered shortly after on 30 June.36
Israel submitted a letter to the UN Security Council claiming that it held ‘Hamas terrorists’
responsible for the deaths of the three teenagers.37 At the same time it made a complaint about
the number of rockets that had been fired into Israel during the preceding weeks and asserted that
‘[t]he Israeli government has a right and a duty to protect its citizens’.38 Shortly afterwards the
Israeli air force launched a series of air raids on the Gaza Strip, codenamed operation Brother’s
Keeper.39
Far from dampening the number of rockets fired from Gaza into Israel they instead increased
and, on 8 July 2014, Israel launched a major military air offensive into Gaza codenamed
Operation Protective Edge.40 On 17 July the operation was expanded by the launching of a
ground invasion with the stated aim of degrading the ‘terror organisations’ military
infrastructure, and [… neutralize] their network of cross-border assault tunnels’.41 During this
seven-week operation, over 2,200 Palestinians were killed and 11,000 were injured, most of
whom were civilians.42 Sixty-seven Israeli IDF soldiers and six civilians in Israel were reportedly
killed during the course of the operation, while 1,600 soldiers and a few dozen civilians were
injured.43 It was said that approximately 16,800 housing units were destroyed or severely
damaged.44 At the height of the hostilities, the number of internally displaced persons in Gaza
reached 500,000, or 28 per cent of the population.45 It was reported that Hamas, Islamic Jihad
and other militant groups had fired over 4,800 rockets and 1,700 mortars from Gaza into Israel,46
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while the IDF carried out more than 6,000 air strikes in Gaza.47
The UN Security Council met three times during the course of the operation, on 10 July, at
which only the UN Secretary General and the representatives of Israel and Palestine spoke,48 and
then again on 18 and 22 July.49 On 28 July, the Security Council adopted a Presidential
Statement, calling for a de-escalation, restoration of the 2012 ceasefire, respect for international
law and a resumption of direct negotiations between both the parties.50 A few humanitarian
truces were observed to allow in humanitarian aid.51 Israeli ground forces ultimately withdrew on
5 August 2014,52 and on 26 August an open-ended ceasefire was announced,53 which, despite a
few isolated incidents involving rockets from Gaza,54 held up throughout the final months of
2014.
II.

The positions of the main protagonists and the reactions of third States and
international organisations

1. Operation Cast Lead
On the morning of the launching of Operation Cast Lead, Gabriela Shalev, Israel’s Permanent
Representative to the United Nations, sent identical letters to the UN Security Council and UN
Secretary-General announcing that ‘after a long period of utmost restraint, the Government of
Israel has decided to exercise, as of this morning, its right to self-defense’.55 In addition, the
47
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letter stated that Israel had ‘decided to actively fight terrorism and protect its citizens from
further terrorist attacks’ by responding to the rockets fired from Hamas in the Gaza Strip into
Southern Israel ‘in accordance with the inherent right of every State to self-defense as enshrined
in Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations’.56 Israel’s response, the letter stated, was
‘aimed solely against the terrorists and their infrastructure in the Gaza Strip’ and ‘not … at the
civilian population’, and that ‘Israel will continue to provide the people of Gaza with their basic
humanitarian needs.’57 At a UN Security Council meeting on 31 December 2008, Ambassador
Shalev again stated that in light of ‘a steep escalation in Hamas attacks against Israel’ and to
‘send a clear message to the Hamas terrorists’ that ‘enough is enough’58 Israel ‘ha[d] exercised
its inherent right to self-defence, which is enshrined in Article 51 of the United Nations
Charter’.59
While not expressly mentioning the right of self-defence at the UN Security Council meeting on
6 January 2009, Ambassador Shalev added some context to Israel’s invocation of this right. In
claiming that Israel had ‘sought every way to avoid the current conflict’60 and in light of the
upsurge in rocket attacks ‘it could not restrain [itself] any longer’.61 Interestingly, and in
justifying some of its targeting decisions during the conflict, it was added that:
The Israel Defense Forces (IDF) have dropped tens of thousands of leaflets and made thousands of phone
calls to Palestinian civilians, beseeching them to leave the areas of terrorist operation to avoid harm. But let
this be clear: failing to respond to terrorists simply because they are using civilians as cover is not and cannot
be an option. To do so would simply broadcast an invitation to every terrorist group in the world to set up
shop inside a hospital or a kindergarten.62

In defending the magnitude of the operation the Israeli Ambassador also noted that:
This is not about a “ceasefire” with terrorism or a mutual cessation of hostilities. It is about ensuring the end
of terrorism from Gaza and the end of smuggling weapons into Gaza, so that there is no longer a need for
Israeli defensive operations.63

Operation Cast Lead, unsurprisingly, was the subject of a significant amount of international
controversy. Several States appeared to accept Israel’s claim to be acting in self-defence. Outside
of the UN Security Council, US President George W. Bush stated that ‘Israel has a right to
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defend herself’,64 and, on the fourteenth day of the offensive, the US House of Representatives
recognized ‘[Israel’s] right to act in self-defense to protect its citizens against Hamas’s unceasing
aggression, as enshrined in the United Nations Charter.’65 Australia’s Prime Minister, Kevin
Rudd, similarly stated that ‘Australia recognizes Israel’s right to self-defence’.66
The two UN Security Council meetings on 31 December 200867 and 6 January 200968 were
attended by the Permanent Observer to Palestine, Riyad Mansour, and the President of the
Palestinian National Authority, Mahmoud Abbas, respectively. During the course of their
speeches at these meetings both spoke of Israel’s ‘aggression’ in Gaza,69 of Israel as the
occupying power,70 of the acts constituting collective punishment of the Palestinian people,71 and
of the need for an immediate ceasefire.72 Mr Mansour spoke of Israel’s ‘brute force – excessive
force – against the population’ of Gaza.73 Much was told of the suffering on the ground by those
living within Gaza,74 but there was little mention of, let alone justification for, the rockets
emanating from Gaza, and no mention of Hamas.75 Hamas itself did not appear to issue a
justification for the rockets fired.
At the meeting on 31 December 2008, virtually all States expressed concern at the situation and
called for a ceasefire,76 with some States condemning the inaction of the UN Security Council.77
The US was the only State to hold Hamas solely responsible for the violence,78 while many other
States took a more balanced view in condemning both the rocket attacks and Israel’s response to
them.79 Several States were fiercely critical of Israel’s actions,80 describing them as
‘aggression’81 by an occupying power.82 Others denied that the actions were taken in selfdefence,83 with some describing them as ‘collective punishment’ of the people of Gaza.84
However, although many States speaking in the Council recognized Israel’s right of self-defence,
while urging caution,85 most deemed the intervention as disproportionate.86
64
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A similar picture emerged at the meeting on 6/7 January 2009 where most States spoke at this
meeting, again, expressed concern and called for a ceasefire.87 However, many more States
spoke and, unsurprisingly, given the time that had passed since the previous meeting of the
Council which had discussed the issue, there was noticeably more criticism of Israel,88 with
claims of disproportionality89 being prominent. Again, several States characterized Israel’s
actions as aggression,90 with one State noting that the ‘actions clearly demonstrate Israel’s
complete disregard for international law and its violation of the United Nations Charter’.91
Claims that Israel was in occupation of Gaza92 were made and also that it was acting in collective
punishment of the people of Gaza.93 Several States, again, took a balanced approach in
condemning both the rocket attacks and Israel’s response,94 and, again, some, while recognizing
Israel’s right of self-defence, nonetheless urged caution.95 While inaction by the UN Security
Council was again condemned,96 some States went further in raising the prospect of action by the
UN General Assembly under the Uniting for Peace resolution.97 A similar range of views was
expressed during the parallel debates within the UN General Assembly.98
There was also condemnation of Israel outside of the meetings of the UN. On the day the
intervention was launched, Jordan’s Permanent Representative to the United Nations, Khalid
Shawabkah, condemned the action taken by Israel as ‘unjustified aggression’.99 Similarly, on 14
January 2009, the Malaysian Parliament adopted a resolution in which it called on ‘the United
Nations General Assembly to immediately? establish an International Criminal Tribunal for
Palestine to investigate and prosecute suspected Israeli war criminals involved in the brutal and
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aggressive acts on the Palestinian people.’100

The Human Rights Council condemned Israel’s actions in Gaza as an act of aggression in calling
upon ‘the international community to support the current initiative aiming at putting an
immediate end to the current military aggression in Gaza’,101 and strongly condemned ‘the
ongoing Israeli military operation carried out in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, in particular
in the Occupied Gaza Strip.’102 It decided to dispatch an urgent independent fact-finding mission
to Gaza,103 led by Richard Goldstone, which issued a report on Operation Cast Lead on 3 April
2009,104 although it omitted to cover the jus ad bellum aspects of the operation.105
2. Operation Pillar of Defense
Neither at the outset or during Operation Pillar of Defense did Israel submit a letter to the UN
Security Council informing it that it had invoked its right of self-defence. Nonetheless, in a
statement published on the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs website, it was asserted that Israel
‘ha[d] the right under international law, and a moral obligation, to act in self-defense, to defend
its population and to protect its territory when under attack, as well as to take military action
against the terrorist attacks from the Gaza Strip’.106 However, it also noted that ‘Hamas and other
terrorist organizations in the Gaza Strip have been waging an ongoing armed conflict against
Israel’ and that Hamas had violated ‘the principle of distinction’ and that ‘Israel and the IDF are
fully committed to international law in general, and to the Laws of Armed Conflict in
particular’.107 A statement by the Israeli Defense Minister, Ehud Barak, stated that the aims of
the operation were to strengthen Israel’s deterrence, inflict serious damage on the rocket
launching network, deliver a painful blow for Hamas and the other terrorist organizations, and
minimize damage to Israel’s home front.108
The European Union denounced the rocket attacks from Gaza and claimed that Israel ‘has the
100
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right to protect itself from these kinds of attacks’ but also that it ‘must act proportionately and
ensure the protection of civilians at all times’.109 The President Obama condemned the rocket
attacks from Gaza and stated that the United States was ‘fully supportive of Israel’s right to
defend itself’.110 The United Kingdom Foreign Secretaryasserted that ‘Hamas bears principal
responsibility for the current crisis’ and ‘utterly condemn[ed] [the] rocket attacks from Gaza into
southern Israel by Hamas and other armed groups’.111 Similar support for what was deemed
Israel’s right of self-defence and/or condemnation of Hamas came from several other Western
States, including Australia112 and the Netherlands.113 France, Germany and Belgium, expressed
concern over the escalating violence between Israel and Hamas in Gaza.114 While acknowledging
Israel’s right to defend itself, a measured response was called for and all parties were urged to act
wisely. Caution by both sides was also urged by many other States, including Russia,115 China,116
and Ireland.117
On the other hand, Fawzi Barhoum, a spokesman for Hamas, characterized the assassination of
Ahmed Jabari as a declaration of war,118 while the Palestinian Authority, President Mahmoud
Abbas, condemned the Israeli military operation and asked for an emergency meeting of the
Arab League to discuss the Israeli ‘aggression’.119 At an emergency meeting, the Arab League
denounced Israel’s operation in Gaza and issued a call to prosecute Israel for war crimes.120 The
Non-Aligned Movement, of which Iran held the Presidency at the time, also issued a statement
claiming that: ‘Israel, the occupying power, is, once more, escalating its military campaign
against the Palestinian people, particularly in the Gaza Strip’ and condemned ‘this act of
aggression by the Israelis and their resort to force against the defenseless people’ and demanded
109
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‘decisive action by the UN Security Council.’121 Many States specifically condemned Israel’s
actions in Gaza, with assertions that they were aggressive and disproportionate, including
Bahrain,122 Egypt,123 Jordan,124 Turkey,125 Russia,126 Pakistan,127 Saudi Arabia,128 and Yemen.129
Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch urged both sides to cease violent acts.130
The UN Security Council held a private emergency meeting on 14 November 2012 without
reaching a decision.131 The UN Secretary-General, Ban Ki-moon, went on a three-day visit to
Egypt, Israel, the occupied Palestinian territories and Jordan and issued a statement to the UN
Security Council on the day the ceasefire was announced,132 whereby he urged adherence to the
ceasefire and expressed regret at the numbers of causalities.133 Furthermore, the SecretaryGeneral ‘consistently condemn[ed] indiscriminate rocket fire from Gaza into Israel’ while at the
same time believing ‘that the excessive and disproportionate use of force that endangers civilian
lives is intolerable.’134
3. Operation Protective Edge
With regard to Operation Protective Edge, Israel did not immediately inform the Security
Council of its actions, but waited until the Council met on 10 July 2014.135 At this meeting,
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Israel, while not specifically mentioning Article 51, or that it had been the subject of an ‘armed
attack’, nevertheless stated:
This week, Israel launched a self-defence operation, called Protective Edge, to counter the attacks, to
defend our citizens and to secure for them a life without a constant threat. The goal of our operation is to
remove the threat posed by Hamas by dismantling its military infrastructure and to restore calm in Israel.
We are not looking for a band-aid solution that will allow Hamas to rest and regroup. We are not going to
give them so-called time out so that they can replenish their rocket supplies and hit us again in a few
weeks.136

Israel furthermore argued that the use of force was justified by the fact that Israel ‘had no choice’
but to defend itself against what it called the ‘Hamas terrorist organization in Gaza’ that ‘is
intentionally and indiscriminately threatening the lives of 3.5 million innocent men, women and
children’ by its rockets and that ‘no nation, no people and no Government could tolerate it’.137 At
a subsequent meeting of the Security Council, on 18 July 2014, Israel’s Ambassador Prosor
stated that his country was ‘acting solely to defend Israelis from constant terror attacks.’138
At the meeting of 10 July 2014, the Palestinian representative, Riyad Mansour, described the
operation as Israeli ‘military aggression’.139 Furthermore, Mr Mansour stated that:
We also reject the claims of self-defence by Israel, while, despite the prohibition under international law, it
deliberately carries out reprisals and collective punishment against the Palestinian people in declared
retaliation and revenge, directly called for by the Israeli Prime Minister himself, for the killing of three
Israeli settlers, which the Palestinian leadership has clearly condemned.140

Indeed, ‘[n]o act in self-defence can justify the killing of children or the oppression of the
Palestinian people in the occupied territories.’141 Poignantly, the Palestinian representative also
talked of Israel clearly violating its responsibility as an occupying Power to ensure the safety and
well-being of the civilian population under its occupation.142
During the meeting of 18 July 2014, Mr Mansour reiterated the view that the ‘savage Israeli
aggression [could not] be justified by any means. It is not self-defence but a vengeful military
aggression, intentionally planned and perpetrated by the occupying Power against the civilian
population under its occupation.’143 It went on to stress that Israel had ‘cynically used the killing
of three Israeli settlers to launch the aggression’ and called upon the Security Council to
condemn Israel’s action/unlawful conduct?.144
During the initial phases of Operation Protective Edge, the United States, perhaps unsurprisingly,
came out in support of Israel, and was critical of Hamas. In particular, it stressed that ‘no country
can accept rocket fire aimed at civilians’ and it supported ‘Israel’s right to defend itself against
136
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these vicious attacks.’145 Israel’s ‘right to defend itself’ was also accepted by several European
states.146 The EU, in urging restraint by both sides and displaying concern for the mounting
civilian casualties, ‘recogniz[ed] Israel's legitimate right to defend itself against any attacks’ and
‘underline[d] that the Israeli military operation must be proportionate and in line with
international humanitarian law’.147 Ireland condemned the violence.148 A number of countries,
including Venezuela, Egypt, Iran and Pakistan denounced the Israeli operation from both
states.149 In a Communiqué, the Joint Coordination Committee of the Non- Aligned Movement
and the Group of 77 and China, representing 135 states, ‘strongly condemn[ed] the ongoing
military aggression by Israel’ and ‘demand[ed] an immediate end’.150 The Arab League
Secretary-General, Nabil al Arabi, called for an emergency meeting of the Security Council to
‘adopt measures to stop Israeli aggression against the Gaza Strip’.151 Secretary-General Ban KiMoon urged restraint on both sides and expressed concern over the civilian casualties.152 On 23
July 2014, the UN Human Rights Council established a commission of inquiry to investigate all
violations of international humanitarian law and international human rights law during Operation
Protective Edge which published its report on 24 June 2015.153 As with the Goldstone Report,
published in the aftermath of Operation Cast Lead, the report on Operation Protective Edge
similarly excluded analysis of the jus ad bellum issues that arose.
During the meeting of the UNSC on 18 July, Jordan strongly condemned ‘the repeated
145
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aggressions waged by Israel on the Gaza Strip’.154 However, several Council members, including
the United States, Nigeria, Lithuania, the United Kingdom, Luxembourg and Rwanda, explicitly
recognized the right of Israel ‘to defend itself’ or ‘to protect its population’ from rocket fire,
although did not refer to Article 51 UN Charter.155 In addition, many members of the Council
stressed that Israel should act proportionately and ensure the protection of civilians at all
times,156 while a number of countries, such as Chile and Argentina, argued that Israel had
escalated the conflict and/or had engaged in disproportionate and excessive use of force.157 In a
similar vein, several Members explicitly held the civilian toll on the Palestinian side to be
unjustifiable.158 Other States, such as China and the Republic of Korea, expressed concern over
the high number of civilian casualties.159
The debate within the Security Council on 22 July 2014 was generally more negative towards
Israel. Several States, for example the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, Nigeria,
Chad, as well as the European Union,160 still supported, as a matter of principle, Israel’s right to
act in self-defence, although without referring to Article 51 UN Charter.161 At the other end of
the spectrum, many countries, for example Pakistan, Morocco, Algeria, Turkey, Indonesia and
Bangladesh, described the Israeli operation as an act of ‘aggression’,162 a sentiment shared by the
Movement of Non-Aligned Countries.163 A recurring criticism of the operation by Members of
the Council was that it represented a form of ‘collective punishment’ against the people of
Gaza.164 However, numerous States took the opportunity to again stress that Israel must act in a
proportionate manner in exercising its right of self-defence and in line with international
humanitarian law, as well as taking all the necessary measures to prevent or minimize civilian
casualties.165 Indeed, while many States clearly condemned Hamas’ indiscriminate firing of
rockets into Israel, it was also apparent within the meeting that most States were critical of
Israel’s disproportionate and excessive use of force against the civilian population of Gaza.166
Some States expressly denied the legality of Israel’s self-defence claim upon the basis of
considerations of proportionality.167 For example, El Salvador stressed that ‘the exercise of
154
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States’ right to legitimate self-defence, as set out in the Charter of the United Nations, does not
justify the disproportionate use of military force against another State, and even less against its
civilian population’.168
Following on from the tone of the meeting of 22 July, it was clear that the international
condemnation of Israel grew, especially in light of a number of Israeli attacks which resulted in
large numbers of civilian casualties, as well as several attacks against UN facilities, such as a UN
school in Rafa.169
III.

Legality of the operations

Despite their controversy and devastating consequences, the three Israeli interventions into Gaza
attracted relatively little attention in legal doctrine.170 In a letter published in The Sunday Times
over two dozen international lawyers rejected Israel’s justification of self-defence. Instead, it was
argued, Israel’s actions amounted to ‘aggression’:
ISRAEL has sought to justify its military attacks on Gaza by stating that it amounts to an act of “selfdefence” as recognised by Article 51, United Nations Charter. We categorically reject this contention …
The rocket attacks on Israel by Hamas deplorable as they are, do not, in terms of scale and effect amount to
an armed attack, entitling Israel to rely on self-defence. Under international law self-defence is an act of
last resort and is subject to the customary rules of proportionality and necessity … Israel’s actions amount
to aggression, not self-defence, not least because its assault on Gaza was unnecessary … We condemn the
firing of rockets by Hamas into Israel and suicide bombings which are also contrary to international
humanitarian law and are war crimes. Israel has a right to take reasonable and proportionate means to
protect its civilian population from such attacks. However, the manner and scale of its operations in Gaza
amount to an act of aggression and is contrary to international law, notwithstanding the rocket attacks by
Hamas.171

It is worth recalling that Article 51 of the UN Charter provides that:
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an
armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures
168
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necessary to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken by Members in the exercise of this
right of self-defence shall be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in any way affect
the authority and responsibility of the Security Council under the present Charter to take at any time such
action as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore international peace and security.

The right of self-defence as contained in Article 51 comprises both procedural and substantive
elements. On a procedural level, it is clear from the accounts elaborated within the above section
that Israel generally satisfied the requirement of reporting its actions to the UN Security
Council.172 This section, however, will focus more on the substantive requirements of selfdefence contained within Article 51 and in customary international law. While the letter above
appeared to focus to a large degree on the necessity and proportionality of Israel’s response –
two requirements for self-defence found within customary international law and addressed below
– it also argued that the rockets fired from Hamas did not constitute an armed attack, the sina
qua non for the invocation of the right of self-defence under Article 51. As eluded to by the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) in the Wall advisory opinion, for the purposes of the right of
self-defence an armed attack must be directed from outside of a State’s own territory or or
territory occupied or controlled by it:
The Court … notes that Israel exercises control in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and that, as Israel
itself states, the threat which it regards as justifying the construction of the wall originates within, and not
outside, that territory … Consequently, the Court concludes that Article 51 of the Charter has no relevance
in this case.173

The general point was reaffirmed in the Chatham House Principles, stating that ‘unless an attack
is directed from outside territory under the control of the defending State, the question of selfdefence in the sense of Article 51 does not normally arise’.174 Consequently, if Gaza was ‘under
the control’ of Israel and the IDF at the time of the interventions then self-defence is excluded ab
initio.
Although occupied by Israel since 1967, Israel, as noted above, went through a so-called
‘unilateral disengagement’ from Gaza in 2005, raising the prospect of the territory being seen as
sufficiently separate from Israel to enable it be the instigator of an armed attack. For example,
the UN Secretary General’s Palmer Report on the Israeli flotilla raid in 2010 found that the
international law of blockade was applicable based upon the fact that ‘Gaza and Israel are both
distinct territorial and political areas’.175 Yet, it is also widely believed that Israel was continuing
to occupy the Gaza Strip during all three of the interventions. Indeed, despite the 2005
proclaimed disengagement, whereby Israeli civilians and IDF troops were removed from the
Gaza Strip, the consensus appears to be that Gaza remained occupied territory under
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international law.176 Indeed, this view is shared, inter alia, by many States speaking within the
UN Security Council during the discussions on the interventions,177 the UN Secretary General,178
and the Goldstone Report.179 This is based upon the fact that Gaza was subjected to a
comprehensive economic and political blockade, and Israel controlled all of the territory’s entry
and exit points, its airspace, its territorial waters, its local monetary market, and population
registry. It would, in this sense, be seen to have effective control of Gaza; therefore as Gaza was
‘under the control of the defending State’ at the time of the interventions,180 the international
right of self-defence was arguably not applicable.
Nonetheless, while Israel exerted a large degree of control over the external aspects of Gaza’s
existence it was not, however, permanently present on the ground within Gaza and did not
exercise control over the actions of the political actors within Gaza or over the other groups
operating there. While Israel exerted a large degree of control over Gaza, the two could
legitimately be seen to be ‘distinct territorial and political areas’.181 Furthermore, during the
debates over the three interventions very few States denied that Israel’s right of self-defence
existed in principle. As such, the possibility of Israel invoking its right of self-defence should not
be dismissed too readily.
The first issue, then, and going back to the textual provision of Article 51, is whether Hamas and
the other non-State groups operating within Gaza are able to perpetrate an armed attack. On the
one hand, given that it can be seen to exist as an independent territorial and political unit it might
be seen to constitute, or form part of, a ‘contested State’ of Palestine.182 According to this view,
there is arguably no problem with the notion of it being responsible for an armed attack, although
while Hamas would be seen as the governmental authorities within this contested State, or the
relevant part thereof, questions remain in regards to the other non-State groups operating within
Gaza, and in particular the responsibility of Hamas for the actions of these groups.
However, another opinion is that Hamas and the other groups operating from Gaza are simply
non-State actors, which raises potential question marks over their ability to be the perpetrators of
an armed attack. Academic opinion is to an extent divided on this issue. Some scholars have
maintained the view that the right of self-defence only exists in light of an attack by a State
actor.183 Furthermore, while different interpretations have been put to it, the ICJ nonetheless
stated in the Wall advisory opinion that ‘Article 51 of the Charter … recognizes the existence of
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an inherent right of self-defence in the case of armed attack by one State against another State.
However, Israel does not claim that the attacks against it are imputable to a foreign State.’184
In this respect, pages have been written on whether attribution to a State is required, as might be
seen in the Nicaragua case.185 However, it is perhaps fair to say that many of States and scholars,
today, perceive non-State actors as being qualified in their own right to perpetrate an armed
attack under international law.186 Indeed, there is nothing in Article 51 restricting invocation of
the right to attacks by State actors only,187 and the infamous Caroline case, which has been
described as the ‘locus classicus’ of self-defence,188 was itself an example of an action in selfdefence against the activities of non-State actors. Today, the view that non-State actors are able
to perpetrate an armed attack for the purposes of the right of self-defence arguably stems from
the invocation of the right of self-defence by the United States following the attacks of 11
September 2001.189 Not only was the right consciously invoked in the face of attacks by the nonState terrorist group al-Qaida, but this appeared to be not only tolerated but widely accepted
within the international community, with very few dissenting voices.190 One interpretation of this
reaction is that it entailed recognition that, due to the scale of the 9/11 attacks, non-State actors
were able and willing to use force that appeared to be akin to the scale of that used by States,
employing weapons with similar destructive capability, and being able to perpetrate attacks with
similarly dire effects in terms of death and destruction. If a State is subjected to such a horrific
attack, why should it make any difference, in principle, if it was perpetrated by a State or a nonState actor, as the State in question still needs to defend itself, which is the raison d’être of the
right encompassed in UN Charter Article 51?
It was the ICJ in the Nicaragua judgment that first raised the notion of armed attacks being of a
particular ‘scale and effects’ and of a certain gravity.191 While some have dismissed this socalled gravity threshold in the case of attacks by States,192 it is something that appears to have
been maintained in the case of attacks by non-State actors.193 Furthermore, the ICJ made the
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distinction between armed attacks and ‘mere frontier incidents’,194 which is perhaps what the
rocket attacks from Gaza could be perceived as. The Eritrea-Ethiopia Claims Commission also
excluded ‘border encounters’ from the purview of armed attack when it stated that ‘[l]ocalized
border encounters between small infantry units, even those involving the loss of life, do not
constitute an armed attack for the purposes of the Charter.’195 The Commission, as such,
concluded that the clashes were ‘relatively minor incidents … not of a magnitude to constitute an
armed attack by either State against the other within the meaning of Article 51 of the UN
Charter’,196 although this was, of course, in the context of a conflict between two States. In this
light, it is difficult to conclude that the rocket attacks constituted an armed attack, thus permitting
Israel to invoke its right of self-defence.
However, others have dismissed such a gravity threshold. Indeed, an alternative view is that
rather than seeing armed attacks that give rise to the right of self-defence as
quantitatively/qualitatively different from mere uses of force, which do not give rise to this right,
the legality of the action in self-defence could be judged upon the basis of the proportionality of
the response and not on the basis of not the magnitude of the forcible act provoking it.197. If we
apply this test to the operations studied in this chapter it is difficult to reach a positive verdict.
Indeed, the proportionality of the response of Israel seemed to be the main sticking point even
for those States that supported the State’s right of self-defence in principle.198
Yet, Israel appears to have implicitly argued that the rocket attacks should not be seen in
isolation but should, instead, be assessed cumulatively. Indeed, in quantifying the stream of
rocket attacks for the purposes of determining whether an armed attack has occurred or is
occurring, the ‘accumulation of events’ theory might provide some support to Israel’s invocation
of the right of self-defence.199 It is true that this theory has been given some implicit support by,
for example, the ICJ200 as well as in the writing of scholars.201 Nevertheless, even if we could
envisage the threshold of an armed attack as one that could be crossed through an accumulation
of smaller, more minor, attacks it is difficult to see the rocket attacks as doing so. Indeed, even
taken cumulatively, the scale of the effects of the rocket attacks arguably did not reach that
threshold, as appears to be asserted in the letter to the Sunday Times above. Perhaps it would
depend upon whether we judge the ‘scale and effects’ of the rockets by their actual effects or
potential effects. The actual effects of the rockets landing in Israel was, as the letter above
indicates and as was asserted by many during the debates within the Security Council, relatively
minimal. On the other hand, the potential effects of such rocket attacks, and the constant fear of
attack, is far greater, and the effects would have been greater if it were not for Israel’s Iron Dome
missile defence system.
It is possible to argue that Israel was entitled to rely on a more prospective interpretation of the
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right of self-defence, in the form of the right of anticipatory self-defence. This might seem to be
evident in its stated aims of actively fighting terrorists and protecting Israeli citizens from further
attacks. This right, which is normally based upon demonstrating that a threat of ‘imminent’
attack exists, would be easier to demonstrate given the cycle of constant attacks and constant
threat of attack. Yet, it can be argued that given this context and having already suffered an
attack, either singularly or cumulatively, there is no need to rely on anticipatory self-defence as
the action falls squarely within the concept of self-defence as found within Article 51, regardless
of the prospective defensive aim of the operations.
In addition to the question as to whether it is possible to view the rocket attacks as an armed
attack, there are, as noted above, two further associated elements in the legal assessment of the
operations: the necessity and proportionality of any action taken in self-defence. While in the
legal assessment of actions in self-defence the ICJ has perceived these criterion as somewhat
secondary considerations to that of whether an armed attack has occurred,202 they play a more
central role in the assessments undertaken by States.203 Indeed, throughout the course of the
debates not a single State mentioned the phrase ‘armed attack’ but States constantly discussed
whether the Israeli operations were necessary and proportionate. As such, even if we are to
conclude that Israel was not the victim of an ‘armed attack’ on one or all of the occasions, the
question of whether the interventions were necessary and proportionate cannot be simply
dismissed. Indeed, given the disagreement that exists within legal doctrine as to what constitutes
an ‘armed attack’ it would be remiss to do so.
Necessity is often referenced back to the Caroline case correspondence of 1841 between the
British and the Americans in which a ‘necessity of self-defence, instant, overwhelming, leaving
no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation’ was required.204 This has been interpreted
in more recent times to mean that, in the absence of an immediate necessity to respond, all
reasonable alternatives of defending the State must have been exhausted and/or that there is a
demonstrable futility in invoking available non-forcible measures.205 In this respect, it might be
argued that prior to invoking its right of self-defence, Israel should have brought the rocket
attacks to the attention of the UN Security Council. However, it did just that on numerous
occasions,206 meaning that Israel may have been justified in claiming that the Council did not
take the ‘necessary measures’ (per Article 51 of the UN Charter) which would have precluded, in
principle, Israel invoking its right of self-defence. As such, given that the UN Security Council
did not take action, and given the constant threat that Israel claimed it was under, it might be
argued that Israel’s action in self-defence was necessary.
However, a further alternative to military action was presented in the form of the various
ceasefires that had been agreed upon, that not only were in existence but had been shown to be
successful for both parties to the dispute. Indeed, it has been argued, in connection with
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Operation Cast Lead, that:
The figures strongly demonstrate that Israel diminished rocket attacks and mortar shellings in a matter of
weeks through diplomatic means. Israel was able to bring more protection to its citizens during the four
months when it agreed to a ceasefire than it was able to provide in all the months preceding and in the
month following the ceasefire when it had used force … In addition to diminishing the rocket and mortar
attacks, Israel was also able to forge a mutual interest with Hamas. Despite the ceasefire, Hamas not only
ceased its attacks on Israel but it worked to prohibit other groups from launching attacks as well.207

Based on this account it might be argued that Israel itself had created the necessity for the action
in self-defence. Indeed ‘Israel justified its attack on Gaza as a response to Hamas rocket fire into
Israel in violation of the ceasefire. While Hamas indeed renewed its cross-border attacks leading
up to Operation Cast Lead, it did so in response to an Israeli raid into Gaza that killed six Hamas
militants on November 4, 2008, four months into the tenuous ceasefire.’208 Furthermore, in
feeding into the discussion on necessity, and in light of Israel’s stated aims in regards/with regard
to the operations of putting an end to the rocket attacks once and for all, the repeated nature of
the interventions arguably leads one to conclude that they were clearly ineffective and therefore
unnecessary. For example, during Operation Cast Lead Israeli Ambassador Shalev clearly stated
that the aim of the operation was ‘ensuring the end of terrorism from Gaza’.209 Yet, five years
later in the third of the major operations discussed here, Operation Protective Edge, Ambassador
Shalev, in somewhat similar tones, stated that ‘[t]he goal of our operation is to remove the threat
posed by Hamas’ and that Israel was not looking for a ‘band-aid’ solution.210 In this sense, given
that Cast Lead had failed in its key objective there was no reason to believe that a similar
military operation with similar objectives in the future would succeed.
In this respect, one might claim that despite the stated aims of the operations, their real aim was
not of a defensive nature, but instead of a punitive nature, to punish Hamas and the other groups
involved in the rocket attacks. Many will claim that the operations were simply armed reprisals,
which are outlawed under international law.211 Of course, Israel was careful not to justify its
actions in this way, and States generally did not characterize Israel’s actions in this way, with
most either accepting the right of self-defence in principle or claiming that the Israel’s
interventions were aggression.212
However, if the rocket attacks emanating from Gaza had not crossed the ‘legal rubicon’,213
individually or cumulatively, and if Israel’s interventions did not satisfy the necessity criterion
and/or were seen as acts of reprisal, the question arises as to whether Israel was responsible for
an act of aggression,214 which was, as noted above, a prominent accusation amongst States who
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condemned the Israeli interventions.215 Aggression is stated in the 1974 Definition of Aggression
as ‘the use of armed force by a State against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political
independence of another State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Charter of the
United Nations’.216 Given what was said above in regards to Israel being perceived as the
occupying State, the question arises as to whether aggression can take place by an occupier
against a territory that is subject to belligerent occupation. The Definition of Aggression
arguably applies in these contexts. Indeed, if Article 1 is read in conjunction with its explanatory
note which states that ‘In this Definition the term “State”: (a) Is used without prejudice to
questions of recognition or to whether a State is a member of the United Nations’ it would seem
to apply.217 Indeed, ‘[t]he reason why the word “state” was retained in Article 1 of the Definition
was to ensure conformity with the language used in the UN Charter’,218 and allegations of
aggression have been similarly made in the context of attacks against entities whose statehood
was questionable or contested, for example South Korea, Goa, East Timor, and the Falkland
Islands. As such, ‘the legal status of the territory subjected to an act of aggression is not a
significant factor in making a determination as to whether such an act in fact occurred’.219
However, States accusing Israel of aggression did not often appear to do so upon the basis that
Israel had no right to use force in the first place, either because of a lack of an armed attack or
necessity for an armed response, but more because of the disproportionate nature of its eventual
response.220 While proportionality might arguably require a defending State to scale its forcible
response to the attack preceding it,221 the more generally accepted interpretation of this
customary requirement is that the response in self-defence must be proportionate in relation to
the aim of the defensive action.222 In this respect, proportionality might be seen as possessing
two inter-related limbs; whether a use of force was a proportionate response given the nature of
the preceding attack (which is closely related to necessity) and then whether the operation as a
whole was proportionate in halting the attack or imminent threat of one. In respect to the first of
these, given the persistent and cumulative nature of the rocket attacks we might view
proportionality in light of Israel’s stated aims of putting an end once and for all to the rocket
attacks. Yet, given the failure of the past interventions, it is arguable that it was a
disproportionate response,. This failure and the amount of civilian deaths and destruction leads
to the conclusion that the operations were disproportionate. Indeed, whether we gauge the
legality of the operations upon the basis of responding to the preceding rockets taken singly or
cumulatively, or upon Israel’s stated aim of ending terrorism from Gaza, it is difficult to perceive
them as either necessary or proportionate.
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IV.

Conclusion: precedential value

The unfortunate reality is that the three Israeli interventions will be perceived by many as
‘business as usual’. In this respect, there is a sense that with every intervention Israel fails to
learn the lessons of the past, perhaps including that they will not put an end to rocket attacks
emanating from Gaza. Given that this was the stated aim of Israel on each occasion, it is difficult
to see them as necessary. Nonetheless, concessions on either side are not something that have
been witnessed too frequently in the Middle East crisis, and without them it is difficult to see an
alternative future to the circular pattern of rocket attacks and interventions. When both claim,
with regular support, that the other is responsible for aggression, or the instigator of violence, the
law on the use of force can seem either irrelevant or, at best, trapped.
This notwithstanding, it is more in connection with the related questions of whether the rocket
attacks constituted an armed attack and whether Israel’s response was proportionate that are
perhaps of most interest to the international lawyer, and where we may find its most relevant
precedential value. While some supported Israel’s claim of self-defence, and against what many
will see as non-State actors, there was little express renunciation of it in principle. In this respect,
the reaction to the interventions arguably provide further support for the argument that armed
attacks may be perpetrated by non-State actors. Furthermore, given that the right was invoked in
the face of numerous rocket attacks, which arguably taken individually would not amount to an
armed attack, there is perhaps some implicit support in principle from these interventions for the
‘accumulation of events’ theory. Lastly, it is unclear whether the States who charged Israel with
aggression were doing so in the context of the legal form of the phrase, but there is also support
to be taken from these interventions for the proposition that aggression can occur against nonState actors, and even within territory under the control of the defending State.
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